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This analysis demonstrates that New York State
can dramatically reduce these costs by providing high4

$9.1 million in turnover-related costs annually as

facing deportation through the New York Immigrant

they are forced to replace detained or deported

Family Unity Project (NYIFUP). For an annual

employees. NYIFUP would save employers $4

investment of $7.4 million – or 78-cents per personal

million in such costs each year.

income taxpayer per year – NYIFUP would help

•

The detention or deportation of a parent makes

ensure that deportation proceedings reflect our

it difficult for some students to complete

fundamental values, providing a measure of fairness

school, limiting their long-term earning potential,

for immigrant New Yorkers.

increasing reliance on public health insurance

The program would generate nearly $1.9

programs and decreasing tax revenues.

Over

million in annual savings to New York Stateii by

10 years of the NYIFUP program, this would

reducing spending on public health insurance programs

translate into $3.1 million in annualized costs to

and foster care services and capturing tax revenues that

the state each year. NYIFUP would save New

would otherwise be lost. In addition, NYIFUP would

York over $1.3 million in such costs each year.

produce $4 million in savings for Empire State

Executive Summary

New York State employers pay an estimated

quality legal counsel for detained immigrants who are

i
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•

•

Detentions and deportations cost New York’s

employers each year, by preventing turnover-related

State

costs stemming from detentions and deportations.

(SCHIP) about $685,000 each year. NYIFUP

Taken together, these savings offset the majority of the

would save the state over $310,000 per year in

investment needed to establish the program.

such costs.
•

Child

Health

Insurance

Program

The state pays over $562,000 a year to provide
foster care for the children of detained or

EACH YEAR , thousands of New Yorkers

New Yorkers have no guaranteed access to counsel

— parents, siblings, employers, workers and students —

in immigration proceedings, thousands face trained

face detention and the possibility of deportation without

government attorneys in these high-stakes proceedings

the assistance of legal counsel. These New Yorkers

every year without the benefit of legal assistance. This

are isolated from their loved ones and confront the

leads to detentions that continue for months or years

possibility of long-term and, in some cases, permanent

longer than necessary and deportations of New Yorkers

separation from their communities.

who have viable legal claims to remain in the communities

This system of detention and deportation calls

they call home.

our collective commitment to due process into question.

But these are not the only costs. Current

Immigration proceedings share many of the same

policies and practices are also costly in economic terms,

features as criminal proceedings, with immigrant New

resulting in significant annual outlays. Needlessly long

Yorkers risking their liberty and extended separation

detentions and avoidable deportations burden Empire

from their families and communities. Yet, unlike criminal

State employers, New York State government, immigrant

proceedings, immigration proceedings lack basic

families and, ultimately, New Yorkers as a whole.

safeguards to guarantee fairness. Most strikingly, because

deported New Yorkers. NYIFUP would reduce
these costs by over $263,000 each year.
Few investments have the potential to yield
such far-reaching returns. We urge New York State
to seize the opportunity to create a first-in-the-nation,
statewide system of universal representation for
individuals who are detained and facing deportation.
Doing so will produce $5.9 million in savings each
year to New York State and employers, ensure that
the system lives up to our most closely-held ideals and
help to keep Empire State families whole.

5

Indeed, the Supreme Court has characterized deportation as a “drastic measure” iv that can result in the
“loss of all that makes life worth living.” v

6

NYIFUP would address this problem. Through an investment of $7.4 million – or 78-cents per
personal income taxpayer per yearvi – the program would bring our detention and deportation policies and
practices in line with our shared values. NYIFUP’s system of universal representation with screening only
for financial eligibility would produce six important benefits for the families that call New York home, the
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businesses that help to drive its economy and the state as a whole.

An Investment in Fairness for
All New Yorkers
THE NEW YORK IMMIGRANT
FAMILY UNITY PROJECT (NYIFUP)

the fiscal benefits associated with statewide implementation
of a system of universal representation.
Currently,

would guarantee universal, quality legal representation for

federal

law

fails

to

representation to immigrants involved in deportation

While the New York City Council, recognizing the

proceedings because these proceedings are considered civil,

importance of this program for immigrants, their

not criminal. However, deportation proceedings resemble

families and the City as a whole, has funded a pilot

criminal cases in at least three important ways:

initiative, thousands of Empire State residents continue

•

cannot afford counsel. NYIFUP would be the nation’s
system, ensuring access to due process and helping
to keep immigrant families together.

This analysis

discusses the often-overlooked impacts of detention
and deportation at the state level

iii

and demonstrates

A negative outcome results in separation from family
and community; and

first, statewide government-funded deportation defense
•

3

A statewide system of universal representation would save New
York State employers millions in costs associated with replacing
employees who are lost due to deportation or detention;

4

NYIFUP would reduce costs associated with students who
drop out of school due to the deportation or detention of a
parent;

5

NYIFUP would reduce costs to the State Child Health
Insurance Program (SCHIP) that result from elevated rates of
obesity among children of detained and deported New Yorkers
as well as the loss of a parent’s employer-provided coverage; and

6

The program would ease state costs related to foster care for
children who are left without caregivers following detention or
deportation of a parent.

They involve direct and severe restrictions on physical
liberty;

•

2

The program would reduce dramatic disparities in outcomes
in removal cases, enhancing the integrity of the current system;

guarantee

New Yorkers who are detained and facing deportation.

to face detention and deportation simply because they

1

NYIFUP would bring immigration proceedings in line
with our deeply-held values of justice, due process and equal
treatment, and demonstrate the state’s commitment to its families;

Many immigrants in removal proceedings are confined
in county jails and DHS detention centers, in conditions
identical to those of pre-trial criminal defendants.

7
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Finally, NYIFUP

As a result of the lower release and win rates,

to proceed without attorneys. Indeed, immigrants

would demonstrate a commitment to supporting strong

detained immigrants with counsel are approximately

who remain detained without counsel have almost

families for a stronger New York.

1000 percent more likely to succeed in preventing

no chance of preventing their deportation.

deportation than detained immigrants who are forced

closely held ideals as New Yorkers and as Americans.

2. NYIFUP Will Prevent
Va s t ly Un e q u a l O u t c o m e s
A m o n g S i m i l a r ly S i t u at e d
N e w Y o r k e r s . The lack of guaranteed,

NYIFUP

deportation

high-quality representation translates into disparate

Competent immigration lawyers are able to help

proceedings reflect fundamental values. With NYIFUP,

outcomes for immigrant New Yorkers involved in

detained immigrants understand their rights, identify

New York State would also signal that it values all New

removal proceedings ( S E E C H A R T 1 ) . Immigrants

and fully prepare their legal claims to stay in the

Yorkers. The program would represent an investment

who are unable to retain counsel are released from

United States, seek release from detention, and

in Empire State employers who create jobs that fuel

detention while their deportation cases are pending at

communicate with employers and family members

our economy and New York workers whose steady

significantly lower rates than immigrants who are able to

who can participate in their defense. Qualified

commitment and skill generate critical revenue and

secure counsel. Those detainees who are released have

attorneys are also able to provide accurate advice

growth. By funding NYIFUP, New York State would

much more successful outcomes. Moreover, even among

to detained immigrants about their legal options,

also make it clear that it is fully invested in the young

those immigrants who remain detained throughout their

including advising some immigrants that they have a

people who will both drive its economy and lead its

proceedings, representation makes a crucial difference.

low likelihood of success under current immigration

to ensure legal counsel for detained immigrants is in

communities in the years to come.

stark conflict with our values of justice, due process,
and equal treatment. This failure undermines our most
would

help

ensure

78

cents
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Per income tax payer
per year

that

4

$

M

Turnover related savings
for NY State employers

1.3

$

M

Health insurance
savings and tax revenue

While a number of factors contribute to

9

the government’s decisions about who is ultimately
Chart 1. Successful Outcomes

ordered deported, a particularly important factor

b y L e g a l R e p r e s e n tat i o n S tat u s .

is whether immigrants have qualified legal counsel.

310

$

K

Per year in savings to
State Child Health
Insurance Program costs

263

$

K

Foster care savings
per year

$

5.9

M

Total annual savings for
NY State and employers
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1.
NYIFUP Will Align
Judicial Processes with
C o r e V a l u e s . The failure of government

11
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law. Accurate advice thus leads to shorter period of

need to replace these lost workers will incur new

detention and shorter proceedings for immigrants who

hiring and training costs and will experience a decline

understand that they are unlikely to prevail.

in productivity as new workers learn the ropes.

The current system, in which most detainees lack

By ensuring that immigrants with viable

legal representation, results in immigrant New Yorkers

claims to remain and work in the United States are

being detained months or years longer than necessary

not wrongly ordered deported without a chance to

and results in the deportation of people who have

present those claims, NYIFUP will greatly reduce the

viable legal claims to stay in the United States. These

business costs associated with unnecessary employee

unnecessarily long detentions and avoidable deportations

turnover. A Center for American Progress review of

burden our state, our businesses, immigrant families

30 previous studies of turnover costs shows that these

and the millions of residents who live, work and attend

costs are regularly 20 percent of annual wages for

school with immigrant New Yorkers every day.

workers earning less than $50,000 and 16 percent of
annual wages for workers earning less than $30,000.

vii

3.
NYIFUP Will Reduce
C o s t s t o Ne w Y or k S tat e
Employers.
When immigrants are

Assuming that all deportees and detainees held

detained for long periods of time without legal

detention- and deportation-related turnover costs.

counsel, they miss the opportunity to communicate

Under NYIFUP, with the help of skilled attorneys,

with employers through an attorney and to prepare

more New Yorkers would be released from detention

a strong case for detention release, increasing the

and able to return to work while challenging removal,

likelihood that they will lose their jobs. When

and more would prevail. As a result, turnover and

immigrants are wrongly ordered deported, they will

re-training costs would drop to $5.1 million, saving

certainly lose their jobs. As a result, employers who

New York’s businesses $4 million each year.

through their proceedings will be replaced, New
York employers will bear up to $9.1 million in

C H A RT 2 . D i f f e r e n c e i n E m p l o y e e T u r n o v e r

Chart 3. 10-Year Costs of U.S. Citizen Children

C o s t s w i t h N Y I F U P, i n m i l l i o n s .

of Deportees Dr opping Out of School

4. NYIFUP Will Allow More Children

2450 New Yorkers detained for deportation each

of

New

year, roughly 1200 U.S. citizen children are directly

Schooling

affected. Several studies have detailed the effects on

and Secure Better Jobs, Providing

the psychological well-being, sense of security and

Increased Revenue for New York

stability, and school attendance and performance of

State. Roughly 23 percent of detainees report

the children of detained and deported immigrants.ix

having U.S. citizen children. The government does

As a direct result of detention and deportation of a

not keep statistics regarding non-citizen children

parent, children are at an increased risk for dropping

and, as a result, the estimates in this section do not

out of school, which has lifelong implications for

capture the full savings New York State will actually

not only their earning potential, but also for state

realize. Those detainees with children average 1.8

and local tax revenues and public health insurance

Detained

Yorkers

to

and

Deported

Complete

U.S. citizen children each.

viii

With approximately

costs.
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The long-term consequences of citizen children

more likely to remain in school, increasing their chances

to 19.1 percent among Latinos more generally. xii This

$685,000 each year and that NYIFUP would save the

dropping out are devastating, and the long-term costs to

for significantly higher earnings over time and boosting tax

is likely due to depression and anxiety arising from

state about $313,000 annually.

the state are enormous. Students who drop out of school

revenues. As a result, in the first decade of its operation,

the loss of a parent and resulting financial instability.

become adults who earn significantly less because they

on average NYIFUP would save New York over

The public health-insurance medical costs for obese

lack a high-school diploma. As a result, they contribute

$1.3 million in educational disruption costs each year.

patients exceed those for normal-weight patients

less to state and local tax revenues and rely more heavily
x

by $1100 per year.

xiii

Under current conditions, we

5. NYIFUP Will Reduce Costs

estimate the obesity related costs to SCHIP to be

to the State Children’s Health

$523,000 annually. These costs carry on beyond the

parents are deported or the year that children leave

Insurance

Currently 57

year in which a parent is deported. Under NYIFUP,

school, they accrue over time as families attempt to deal

percent of U.S. citizen children have health insurance

we estimate the obesity related costs to SCHIP to

with the emotional and economic costs of loss of a

through private coverage or their parents’ employer-

decrease to $281,000 a year.

loved one. We estimate that over the course of a decade,

based program. The detention or deportation of a

With NYIFUP, fewer immigrant New

the state will lose $31, 625,000 as a result of educational

parent who provides a family’s health insurance can

Yorkers would lose employer-based care, forcing their

disruption that is linked to detention and deportation.

often result in a lapse in coverage and children entering

children to enter the SCHIP program. In addition,

This translates into an annualized cost of $3.1 million.

the State Children’s Health Insurance Program (SCHIP).

fewer deportations would lead to less obesity among

Under NYIFUP, however, fewer New York students

This shift costs the state just about $161,000 per year.

children of immigrant New Yorkers and reduced

would be forced to deal with the prospect of long-term

Under NYIFUP it would cost about $91,000 each year.

public-health insurance medical costs for such

on public health insurance programs.

While these impacts are not felt in the year

xi

Program.

or permanent separation from a parent while also trying

Further, one study found that 60 percent of the

patients. Based on these two factors, we estimate

to complete their studies. These young people would be

interviewed children of deportees were obese, compared

that detentions and deportations cost SCHIP around

13
Chart 4.Increased Children’s Public Health
Insurance Costs Resulting fr om Detention
and Deportation
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6. NYIFUP Will Reduce State
Foster Care Costs. Immigrant
14

parents are often detained even if they are single parents

15

Conclusion &
Recommendations

or primary caretakers for their minor children. Of the
approximately 1200 children in a given year whose parents
are detained, 32 will likely enter the foster care system
as a result of their parents’ detention or deportation,
at a cost of about $562,000 per year to the state Office
xiv

of Children and Family Services (OCFS).

Under

NYIFUP, more detainees will be released while awaiting
proceedings and fewer will be deported. Among these
This study shows some of the ways

will be parents who will be able to continue providing
care. As a result, NYIFUP would reduce foster care

in which NYIFUP will benefit New York

costs by over $263,000 each year.

economically, as it saves government and
New York employers $5.9 million in costs
associated with the detention and deportation

Chart 5.Foster Care Costs resulting fr om

of immigrant residents. NYIFUP will decrease

Detention and Deportation.

costly, avoidable disruptions in employment,
education and family life, while ensuring that
New York more closely adheres to core values
of justice, due process, and equal treatment for
all.
New York State has an opportunity to
lead by creating the nation’s first, statewide
system of universal representation for residents
who are detained and facing deportation.
Investment in NYIFUP will demonstrate New
York’s commitment to building strong families
and safeguarding its economic future.

We urge the Governor and
Senate and Assembly leaders
to ensure that the 2014-2015
state budget includes a $7.4
million line item for NYIFUP,
providing resources to bring judicial processes
in line with core values, avert losses to New
York State business and prevent the needless

Photo Rafael Shimunov

destruction of New York State families.

An

investment at this level would fund representation
for the 2,450 New Yorkers statewide who are
detained and face deportation but are unable to
afford counsel each year.
If, however, New York State fails to seize
this opportunity, we urge New York City leaders

We strongly encourage
the Office of the Mayor and the
New York City Council to include
a $5.3 million appropriation
for NYIFUP in the 2014-2015
budget , furnishing resources for quality legal
to do so.

representation for the 1,650 New York City
residents whose cases are venued either at the
Varick Street immigration court or at courts in
Elizabeth and Newark, New Jersey.
With federal immigration reform stalled,
it is incumbent on state and local governments
to innovate. Through NYIFUP, state and local
leaders in New York can address weaknesses in
our current immigration system that tear families
apart, undermine our most deeply-held values,
impose costs on Empire State businesses and
sap resources from important public programs.

Appendix: Methodological Notes
Statewide impact of detention
16

and deportation.

We estimated that

2,450 New Yorkers are detained each year. A
Vera Institute analysis of Executive Office for
Immigration Review data shows that 33 percent
of detainees are represented. The same analysis
shows that represented detainees have a 74.1
percent chance of being released before their
hearing and unrepresented detainees have a 23.2
percent chance of being released before their
hearing.

York Immigrant Representation Study findings
of the rates of deportation and relief for the
different groups of detainees: detained through
proceedings, without representation; detained
proceedings,

with

representation;

released, without representation; and released,
with representation.

xv

To calculate the deportation rates under
the NYIFUP condition, we applied the rates of
deportation or relief for immigrants with legal
representation under the current condition.
Detainees with U.S. Citizen (USC)
children and affected children.
We relied on figures from a recent study of the
impacts of detention and deportation practices
in New York City on families.

xvi

This study

shows that 23 percent of detainees report having
U.S. citizen children and that those detainees
Photo Su s an S er moneta

at

or

below

200

percent of the Federal Poverty
Level. To calculate the number of detainees
and USC children of detainees at this income
level, we used the figures for unauthorized
immigrants in A Demographic, Socioeconomic, and
Health Coverage Profile of Unauthorized Immigrants
in the United States (Washington, DC: Migration
Policy Institute, page 4).
Workforce Disruption. To calculate

Rate of deportation. We applied New

through

Immigrants

average 1.8 children each. Importantly, this
number is a conservative estimate because it is
based on reports to ICE agents at the time of
apprehension, when parents might be fearful for
their families’ safety.

the employer costs of workforce turnover caused
by detention and deportation, we focused on
Photo You ng Yu n
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the number of USC children in economically

Profile of Unauthorized Immigrants in the United

vulnerable families of

immigrants detained

States (page 8). We multiplied that product by

through their proceedings and/or deported by

the annual average per-child cost to NYS of the

5.8 percent to get the number of USC children

State Children’s Health Insurance Program, as

in foster care, based on findings in Shattered

reported in Total CHIP Expenditures, FY 2009

Families: The Perilous Intersections of Immigration

(Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation) and FY

Enforcement and the Child Welfare System (New

2010 Number of Children Ever Enrolled in CHIP

York: Applied Research Center, November

(Washington, DC: Medicaid.Gov, 2010).

2011, pages 11 and 23). We multiplied the USC

We, then, calculated the number of USC

children of immigrants detained through their

children of deportees likely to be obese because

proceedings but not deported by the estimated

of a parent’s deportation (so, subtracting out

cost of foster care for 32 days, derived from

the rate of obesity in the general population

“Cost Benefit of Kinship Services,” a special

of children, based on the interview data from

section of the Kinship Care in New York: Keeping

Left Behind: Children of Dominican Deportees in a

Families Together (New York: NYS Kincare

Bulimic Society (dissertation by Fenix Arias, 2011)

Coalition, 2010). We multiplied the USC children

and “Obesity Prevalence among low-income,

of deportees by the average annual cost of foster

preschool-aged children – NYC and LAC, 2003-

care per case, as reported in the same source.

2011 (Atlanta, GA: Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention, 2013). We multiplied the number

those detained through their proceedings and

except those “released and not deported” by

Children’s

Insurance

of deportation-induced pediatric obesity cases

those released or detained who were deported.

one-fifth to get the number of children having

Costs. We multiplied the number of USC

by the inflation-adjusted medical costs to

We used median hourly wage for New York

difficulty maintaining their grades, based on

children of immigrants detained until their

Medicaid of care required by obese patients and

City “Combined Food Service and Preparation

Facing Our Future: Children in the Aftermath of

proceedings and of deportees by the percent of

not patients within a normal weight range, as

Workers, Including Fast Food” (Department of

Immigration Enforcement (Washington, DC: The

US-born and naturalized citizen children covered

reported in Annual Medical Spending Attributable

Labor) as the income for employees at or below

Urban Institute, February 2010, page 51). We

by employer or private coverage, according to

to Obesity: Payer- and Service-Specific Estimates

200 percent of the federal poverty line. We used

then applied the high-school non-completion

A Demographic, Socioeconomic, and Health Coverage

(Eric A. Finkelstein, Justin G. Trogdon, Joel W.

the annual average pay for “other services”

rate associated in “Finishing High School:

(Department of Labor) as the income for

Alternative Pathways and Dropout Recovery”

detainees above 200 percent of FPL. We then

(John H. Tyler and Magnus Lofstrom, Future of

applied the typical turnover costs for positions

Children, Spring 2009, page 87) with struggling

earning less or more than $30,000 annually from

children in 6th and 9th grades to the estimated

the meta-study There are Significant Business Costs

USC children of detainees in 6th grade or higher.

to Replacing Employees (Washington, DC: Center

We multiplied that non-completion number by

for American Progress, November 2012, page

the increased spending on public health insurance

2).

for and decreased tax revenues from school

Educational

Disruption.

We

multiplied the USC children of every detainee

Foster

Care

Costs.

We multiplied

Cohen, and William Dietz, Health Affairs, July
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dropouts (“Finishing High School”, page 87).

Health
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Families; Seth Freed Wessler et. al., Shattered Families:

Deportees in a Bulimic Society (dissertation, 2011).

The Perilous Intersection of Immigration Enforcement and

20

the Child Welfare System (New York: Applied Research

xiii

Center, November 2011); Family Unity, Family Health:

Cohen, and William Dietz, “Annual Medical Spending

How Family-Focused Immigration Reform Will Mean

Attributable to Obesity: Payer- and Service-Specific

Better Health for Children and Families (Oakland, CA:

Estimates,” Health Affairs (2009): 825. Dollars are

Human Impact Partners, June 2013); Ajay Chaudry

adjusted to 2013 value.

Eric A. Finkelstein, Justin G. Trogdon, Joel W.
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et. al., Facing Our Future: Children in the Aftermath
of Immigration Enforcement (Washington, DC: Urban

xiv

Institute, February 2010).

Perilous Intersection of

Applied Research Center, Shattered Families: The
Immigration Enforcement and

the Child Welfare System (November 2011): 11 and
x

John H. Tyler and Magnus Lofstrom, “Finishing

23. NYS Kincare Coalition, “Special Section: Cost

High School: Alternative Pathways and Dropout

Benefit of Kinship Services,” Kinship Care in New

Recovery,” The Future of Children (Spring 2009): 87.

York: Keeping Families Together, 2010 Kinship Summit
Report (December 6, 2010): 11.
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2009, page 827).

Ng Fung Ho v. White, 259 U.S. 276, 284 (1922).

The impacts reported here do not necessarily

occur in the year of the detention or deportation.

xv

To calculate the impact we took the cumulative

Counsel in Immigration Proceedings (New York: New

effects of 10 years of children of deportees under

York Immigrant Representation Study, December

each condition and annualized them. We held the

2011), page 3.

Accessing Justice: The Availability and Adequacy of

dollar value and number of deportees constant.
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Based

on

the

9.5

million

New

York

State
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Based on the 9.5 million New York State taxpayers
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Fenix Arias, Left Behind: Children of Dominican

Insecure Communities, Devastated Families: New Data
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taxpayers in 2009: Office of Tax Policy, Annual

in 2009: Office of Tax Policy, Annual Statistical Report,
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York City (New York: NYU School of Law Immigrant

Tax

NY: New York State Department of Taxation and

Rights Clinic, Immigrant Defense Project, and

Department of Taxation and Finance, June 2012): 1.

Finance, June 2012): 1.

Families for Freedom, July 2012, page 15).
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This analysis includes costs that are borne directly
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Are Significant Business Costs to Replacing Employees

through costs to local governments, most notably

(Washington, DC: Center for American Progress,
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November 16, 2012): 1-2.
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While detentions and deportations impose costs

NYU School of Law Immigrant Rights Clinic,

at the city and federal levels as well, this analysis

Immigrant Defense Project, and Families for

focuses on state-level impacts, which are less

Freedom, Insecure Communities, Devastated Families: New

frequently discussed.

Data on Immigrant Detention and Deportation Practices in
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New York City (July 23, 2012): 15.
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